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WLM2
Action of MINIMUM floor temperature limitation.
- A comfort function used to ensure a nice and warm floor, even if the room temperature does not need any heating.
Floor temperature where
the minimum limit action
starts to take effect
(default 17 + 5 = 22°C)

Actual measured floor temperature

0% (default at 22°C and above)
25% Minimum actuator opening
50% time (needed power out) determined
75% by minimum limitation regulator
100% (default at 17°C and below)

5°C P-Band

Minimum
Limit Set point
(Default 17°C)

Rules:
1.

If the room temperature is satisfied fully but the floor surface temperature is within the minimum limit temperature

2.
3.
4.

A higher demand from the floor limit temperature regulator always overrules the room temperature regulator.

P-Band range, the actuator output will be forced activated XX% of the PWM-time.

The function can only be used with a floor sensor connected to a WLTD or WLCT2.
The minimum limit set point is determined by the Master (fixed in a BA Master to 17°C and adjustable o n a FS
Master), or can be overridden with a WLCT2 for channels set to ‘ON’ in the WLCT2’s AREA menu.

Action of MAXIMUM floor temperature limitation.
- A safety function used to protect wooden floors from being damaged by too high temperatures.
Actual measured floor temperature

Maximum
Limit Set Point
(Default 27°C)

5°C P-Band

Rules:
1.

If the floor temperature is within the maximum limit P-Band range, the maximum limit action starts to limit the

2.

The limiting of output power (on-time) will have highest priority to protect the floor, even if it means that the room

maximum allowed opening time of the actuator.

temperature cannot be reached anymore.

3.

The function can only be used with a floor sensor connected to a WLTD or WLCT2 (jumper inside must be
mounted on the two pins).

4.

The maximum limit set point is determined by the Master (fixed in a BA Master to 27°C and adjustable o n a FS
Master), or can be overridden with a WLCT2 for channels set to ‘ON’ in the WLCT2’s AREA menu.
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Floor temperature where
the maximum limit action
starts to take effect
(default 27 – 5 = 22°C)

0% (default at 27°C and above)
25% Maximum allowed actuator opening
50% time determined by room temperature
75% regulator
100% (default at 22°C and below)

